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Abstract

This paper describes a network flow analyzer that is ca-
pable of attribution and aggregation of different flows
into single activity events for the purposes of identifying
suspicious and illegitimate behaviors. Flows are corre-
lated with security events using the Process Query Sys-
tem (PQS) infrastructure. We show results from initial
experiments and describe plans for extending the effort.
The correlation of networks flows with security events
appears to have high potential for aggregating disparate
network and host activity and for classifying network ac-
tivity as either benign or suspicious.

1 Introduction

A flow sensor emits observations as detailed flows. The
system generates a very large continuous quantity of data
that cannot be processed by humans practically. A skilled
security analyst that tries to analyze the flow characteris-
tics may recognize an illegitimate connection but is likely
to miss some malicious traffic. The fact that a flow is un-
justifiable can be related to the flow breaking some crite-
rion described in a policy file or to the fact that intrusion
detection systems (IDS) or other sensors had evidence
classifying the flow as illegal. For example, if we no-
tice that a flow contains an FTP session and the initiator
of the connection is a host that triggered a Snort sen-
sor, the flow must be categorized as malicious. A system
administrator might miss this correlation and report the
connection as legitimate.

We have designed and implemented an approach to
correlating network flows with security events, such as
those generated by IDS, for the purposes of aggregat-
ing and attributing flows. This capability achieves data
compression and provides insights to the analyst about
whether flows are benign or suspicious. Our temporal
and multi-sensor correlation system is based on a Pro-
cess Query System which is designed to correlate differ-

ent data based on the process models that it runs. Models
serve to correlate data coming from flow anomaly detec-
tors and other security tools.

Process Query Systems (PQS) [2, 7] are software
systems that allow users to interact with multiple data
sources, such as traditional databases and real-time sen-
sor feeds, in a new and powerful way. In traditional
databases, users specify queries expressed as constraints
on the field values of records stored in a database or data
recorded by sensors, as allowed by SQL and its variants
for streaming data. By contrast, PQS allows users to
define processes and to make queries against databases
and real-time sensor data feeds by submitting those pro-
cess definitions. A PQS parses the process description
and performs sequences of queries against available data
resources, searching for evidence that instances of the
specified process or processes exist.

The strength of the system relies on the fact that the
same PQS engine can be easily adapted to different pro-
cesses. PQS has been successfully applied to ground ve-
hicle tracking [6], social networks [4], and plume source
detection [10]. For each of the preceding applications,
the observations gathered are, respectively: positions as
recorded by sensors, evidence of particular activity in the
social network (initiator of a conversation, broker, etc.)
and concentrations of a particular gas at a fixed location.

PQS is also a very powerful and efficient tool to per-
form network security monitoring. In this framework the
system collects data from many different sensors and im-
plements multilevel models that evaluate the data. As a
result it returns conclusions that can be very specific or
more general depending on which PQS tier is used. Pre-
vious implementations of PQS models [8, 9, 1] have de-
tected malicious hacker behaviors, insider threat behav-
iors, network failures, worms, viruses and covert chan-
nels. In this implementation of the system we want to
disambiguate between benign and malicious behavior in
terms of flows. We want to develop a framework for us-
ing flow attribution and flow aggregation as part of se-



curity analysis. Flow attribution consists of detecting
logs that can explain a flow. The final goal is attribut-
ing the flow to a person but intermediate steps are a re-
quired part of the attribution process. Flow aggregation
means recognizing that different flows, apparently totally
unrelated, nevertheless belong to the same broader event.
Single flows are defined as components and groups of re-
lated flows are defined as events. Examples are an FTP
connection followed by data transfer or surfing the web
and connecting to different web pages following links
present in the pages.

Flow attribution has been investigated mostly with
the purpose of enhancing quality of service [5, 3] while
the present work is devoted to security uses of network
flows.

The paper is organized in the following way. Section
2 describes the flow sensor together with a description of
the network in which it was deployed. Section 3 presents
some of the other sensors used in our analysis. Section
4 shows results of an experiment that we ran and antici-
pates other experiments. Section 5 gives a brief overview
about how to measure improvements in this framework.

2 Flow Sensor Description

The flow sensor that we built was deployed on an unse-
cured production network [1]. Although the network is
small compared to an actual enterprise-class network, it
features a wide range of systems and servers that are typ-
ical of larger organizations. Behind the firewall there are
64 addresses available (.192/26) which are split between
a Workstations and a Demilitarized Zone server network,
both (/27). The uplink connects directly to the internet
and all addresses are globally routable. The Worksta-
tion network features several Windows XP clients, Linux
2.4 and 2.6 systems, several Solaris workstations, and a
Solaris 9 server to which multiple thin-clients are con-
nected. All these systems are used daily by researchers
and students, and so the traffic on this network is typical
for a normal operating organization where users browse
the web, print documents, and download files during
business hours.

Our flow sensor is based on the libpcap interface for
packet capturing. Traffic flows was collected for a pe-
riod of two months. Packets with the same source IP
address, destination IP address, source port and destina-
tion port and protocol were aggregate in a single flow
which remain active until no other packets with the same
characteristic arrive for a period of 5 minute.. Each flow
is characterized by fields that are used to infer quantities
given as observations to the PQS models. These fields
are:

1. Timestamp of the first packet.
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Figure 1: Bytes Density per hour from June 09 2006
04:00:00 to July 16 16:00:00

2. Timestamp of the last packet.

3. Number of packets from the source to the destina-
tion

4. Number of packets from the source to the destina-
tion

5. Number of bytes from the source to the destination

6. Number of bytes from the destination to the source

7. The IP address of the source machine

8. The IP address of the destination machine

9. The protocol

10. The source port

11. The destination port

12. An array containing the delays, in microseconds,
between two consecutive packets

13. An array containing the number of bytes in each
packets.

These quantities allow us to infer interesting statistics
on the network traffic on our network. Figure 1 and Fig-
ure 2 show the density of flows and bytes transferred per
hour respectively. We notice for example that the num-
ber of flows per hour is mostly between 50 and 100 with
some sporadic spikes.

The delays between packets and the distribution of
bytes in each flow embed information that can be used
to investigate situations of covert channel embedded in
inter-packets delays and also provide statistics on the dis-
tribution of load in each flow which will be relevant to the
development of higher-level security tools.
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Figure 2: Flow Density per hour from June 09 2006
04:00:00 to July 16 16:00:00

3 Host and network sensors

PQSnet is our implementation of a PQS to the domain
of computer security. Since the beginning of the PQS-
net project three years ago, we have used a number of
sensors based on common host and network security ap-
plications.

The Snort and Dragon sensors are both signature-
matching Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS). The sen-
sor’s observations give information on source and desti-
nation IPs, ports, and which rule or signature was vio-
lated.

The Web log sensor reports information from Apache,
IIS and SSL error logs. Observations from this sen-
sor contain information about suspicious URLs that have
succeeded or failed, as well as web server errors.

The Samhain sensor reports alerts from the Samhain host
file integrity monitor. Samhain frequently checks crit-
ical system files on a host for additions, modifications
and deletions. Any changes are immediately logged lo-
cally or reported to a remote log server. Samhain sensor
observations include timestamps of changes, filenames,
violation type, and changes in the system kernel. Ob-
servations from this sensor allows correlation of network
and host based activity.

The NetFlow sensor classifies a communication between
two or more machines in terms of volume of data trans-
fer, length of the transmission and number of packets in-
volved. The sensor monitors network packets and aggre-
gates them in groups of the same source IP, destination
IP, source port, and destination port. As packets in the
same flow arrive, the number of bytes of new packets
are recorded. The flow is considered closed if transmis-
sion stops for the duration of a specified time threshold.

Volume Packets Duration Balance %

1: one packet 0: < 1 s Zero
0: 0 2: two packets 1: 1-10 s Very Small
1: 1-128b Tiny 3: 3-9 2: 10-100 s Small 1: IN
2: 128b-1Kb Small 4: 10-99 3: 100-1000 s Medium 2: OUT N
3: 1Kb-100Kb Med. 5: 100-999 4: 1000-10000 s Large 3: PAR
4: > 100Kb large 6: > 1000 5: 10000-100000 s Very Large

6: > 100000 s Very Very Large

Table 1: NetFlow sensor classifications

At that point, the number of packets and total duration
of the flow is computed. These quantities are then clas-
sified as shown in Table 1. This is the first version of
network flow sensor that we built. We still use it since it
is useful to get observations that feed models like large
upload, low and slow download, that are instantiated ac-
cording to the volume, number of packets, duration and
balance. Percentage is the actual percentage above 50 of
data movement in the direction of the balance field.

4 Investigated scenarios

4.1 Flow attribution

4.1.1 Packets in a flow triggered IDS alerts

The PQS instantiates models based on observations com-
ing from the flow and the Snort sensors. An example of
a track formed is shown in Table 2. The columns rep-
resent the timestamp, the sensor type (F = Flow Sen-
sor and S = Snort), the IP address of the initiator of the
communication, the destination IP address, and the pro-
tocol respectively. This particular track shows that a sin-
gle flow between two hosts triggered many Snort alerts.
The numbers next to the Snort sensor type represent the
particular Snort rule that was violated. Snort rule 1560
(WEB-MISC /doc/access) generates an alert when an at-
tempt is made to exploit a known vulnerability on a web
server or a web application. Snort rule 1852 (WEB-MISC
robots.txt access Summary) generates an alert when an
attempt is made to access the ’robots.txt’ file directly.
Also we must notice the starting and ending timestamp
of the flow. As we can see the flow ends but the model
keeps correlating the flow with snort alerts generated af-
ter the flow finished.

4.2 Flow aggregation

The number of flows collected over a network can be
very high and belong to disconnected activities like chat-
ting or retrieving a web page. But flows apparently un-
related to one another might still belong to a single user
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Timestamp Sensor src IP dst IP Proto

Jul 09 16:28:32 S1852 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 09 16:29:35 S1852 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 09 16:44:44 S1560 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 09 18:26:08 S1560 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 09 21:05:03 S1852 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 09 22:31:08 S1852 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 09 22:31:08 S1560 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 10 02:45:19 S1852 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 10 02:45:23 S1852 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 10 09:21:15 S1852 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 10 14:33:43 S1852 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 10 17:54:54 S1852 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 10 22:07:02 S1852 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 11 01:38:09 S1852 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 11 04:05:54 S1852 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 11 04:20:00 S1852 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 11 04:20:00 S1852 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 11 11:07:12 S1852 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 11 11:56:12 S1852 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
Jul 11 17:16:59 S1852 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
S Jul 10 02:30:27 F 65.54.188.140 208.253.154.195 TCP
E Jul 10 23:55:56

Table 2: A sample track of correlated IDS and Flow
events

event or action. Our goal is to correlate all these flows to
a single user activity.

4.2.1 Surfing the web

The full retrieval of a web page is a classical example
of this situation. The first flow represents a DNS query
to retrieve the IP address of the web server. An HTTP
query to the web server generates a second flow. At this
point many other flows may be generated (for example,
as images download).

Another more challenging example is the following.
Users often start connecting to a web page, and then fol-
low links present in the page they visit. Since each page
might have different flow characteristics this activity re-
sults in many different flows. But it is reasonable to think
about these flows as part of the same event. Time stamps
can be used to discriminate different instantiations of the
same event. The challenge is to identify unrelated flows
as part of a single event.

Building models for web browsing aggregation re-
quires retrieving flows with destination port 80, parsing
the web pages and following the links. If an IP address
or URL linked by the web page is present in one of the
flows it might be that the two requests are connected.

5 Improvements metrics

While developing a framework for flow tracking it is im-
portant to measure the success of our system. We must
therefore find ways to quantify progress. One way of
measuring improvement in our method is checking the
size of the group of actions to which a given observable

or flow may be attributed. If the size as well as the ambi-
guity reduces the methodology becomes more and more
precise. Each attribution or aggregation must be sup-
ported by a level of confidence quantified with a number
indicating how certain we are of the conclusions. Also,
we can improve the system by increasing the number and
type of observations that it can aggregate into a set of ba-
sic components.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Process Query Systems are powerful tools to perform
sensor observation correlation. We applied the system
to correlate flow observation with other IDS observations
successfully. We plan to run experiments to perform flow
aggregation in order to identify flows belonging to a sin-
gle user event. We believe that this would lead to signif-
icant improvements in security analysis.
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